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ABSTRACT

Conwell, Patrice Thomas

Interdisciplinary Public Relations:
A Curriculum for Undergraduate

Study At Oakwood College, 1997,
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Don Bagin,
Public Relations
The purpose of this project was to create a public relations curriculum for
undergraduate study to prepare students as effective practituoers and communicators in
the 21st century.
Public relations education has changed over the years to meet the needs and trends
of the industry, and today is no exceptiou. The continued rise of Integrated Marketing
Communications, and the desire to strengthen the counseling and management functions
of public relations make it necessary to evaluate undergraduate cm'ricula to ensure
students are being properly prepared to enter the workforce.
The undergraduate curricula of 11 schools were analyzed and compared for
subject matter and skills promoted, as related to the concerns ard needs expressed in

related literature by current public relations practitioners and educators. The schools were
chosen through a survey of recognized experts in the public relations industry, as schools
having the top undergraduate public relations programs in the country.
The resulting cuamculum reflects the need for students to have a social science
grounding, a working understanding of other disciplines, such as advertising and
marketing, and better skills in writing, business management, and strategic thinking.

RMiNI-ABSTRACT
Conweli, Patrice Thomas

Interdisciplinary Public Relations:
A Curriculum for Undergraduate
Study At Oakwood College, 1997,
Thesis Advisor; Dr. DIr Bagin,
Public Relatians

The purpose of this project was to create an interdisciplinary public relations
curriculum for Oakwood College, which can be used by other schools without public
relations programs. The estig

an a

inpoates
sis of top programs

the country and opinions of practitioners ad educators on efective practice in the 21 st
century.
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CHAPTER 1

Introdction
Skillful communication with publics is a necessity fir any human being who does
not live a hermit-like existence. Any aspiration a person has of achieving success in
whatever capacity requires the ability to positively influence another's perception of who

you are, what you are, and why you are worth paying attention to.
Public relations is an area of study that focuses on skillful communication with
publics. Good public relations helps an individual, business or organization build a
positive image And "improvng your image is as important as improving your technical
skills.,"
Individuals use public relations to sell themselves to potential employers, or to aid
their promotion up the career ladder. Unfortunately, 'the domestic economy is
deprived. ..of millions of employed persons who are not promotable despite their ituitive
abilities, because they lack the skills to eommuricate and respond."'

Organiations and businesses use public relations to deliver messages to potential
customers, their stakeholders, the community, and the media. 'Effective communication

'Martin Morris, "Your image could cost you your job," Computervwrld (December 7,
1992); p, 101.

'Albert Walker, Ph.D., "Illiteracy in the Workplace," Communication World (June, 1989);
p 18

helps an organization create an environment in which it can work well with influential
stakeholders and achieve its goals. Good communication builds relationships with
strategic publics, thus helping an organization manage its interdependencies with these
publics."

Obviously, public relations embodies skills that are beneficial for effective
communication, whether one wants a career in public relations or chooses a career in a
different field.
Where better to teach public relations skills than in colleges and universities- where
students are preparing for their ]ife's work. Unfortunately, many schools of higher
education do not offer any, or substantive public relations education programs.
Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to create a public relations curriculum for
undergraduate study that will prepare students as effective communicators n the coming
century
A peek into the reality of the work world reveals public relations practices turning
up in non-traditional areas. 'Few educators envision themselves as marketing or public
relations experts, yet econormic reality is forcing many academicians into these roles ."
In a discipline like education, where elementary schools, high schools and small
colleges cannot monetarily afford public relations practitioners, teachers and principals

3Richard A. Lindeborg, "The IABC Excellence Study Excellent Communcation," Public
ReldanisO.iarterly (Spring, 1994), p. 3.
"William Shreeve, William G.J. Goetter, Janet K Norby, Arnold R. Stueckle, Barbara R.

De Michele, Thomas K. Midgley, "Marketing education on a shoestring: A.model," Early Child
Deelopment and Care (1987), p. 169.
2

have to take the reins of communication with their publics.
Who would think that physical education teachers need to have public relations
skills? But "with the very survival of physical education programs at stake in several
school districts, it is crucial that physical educators develop well planned public relations
programs. A good public relations program helps the public understand...and convinces

them that physical education is not just an extra or a frill, but is basic to a child's
education.
Business is a career field where public relations is a crucial parner In a study
funded by the Intemnational Association of Business Communicators, chief executives
surveyed 'have been able to estimate the value of public relations to their organizations.
They said the return on investment of their communication finctioi was 184%, or nearly
two dollars for every dollar spent. "
"A theme that emerges time and again is the link between public relations and
business interests in the work place. Unfortunately, that link is often missing in
academia."7

In its own right, public relations as a specialized field of study continues to grow in
importance as the need for public relations skills increases. Current trends find public
relations moving into the upper echelons of business management and broadening into the
5Jonarhan

E. Nelson, 'Communication: The Key to Public Relations," Journal of Physical
Education, Recreation & Dance (April, 1986); p. 5.
~Lindeborg, Public Relations Ouarterly p. 11
'J. David Pincus, Ph.D., Robert E Rayfield, Ph.D., "Public relations education: Our
Future is banking on it," Communication World (February, 1992); p. 12.
3

international arena
The public relations practice is becoming more managerial in nature
Organizations are looking to their top communicators to actively participate in strategic
planning, help solve organization problems involving communication and relationships,
facilitate two-way communication, and use research techniques to monitor trends outside
the organization's environment.'
'Public relations as a professional specialization will most certainly increase ti
importance,"" as business interests become more global, reaching across cultural lines.
"Public relations practitioners will be called upon to be corporate, i e organizational
interpteters and ethicists and social policy makers in this complex new world, charged
with guiding organizational behavior as well as influencing and reconciling public
perceptions `'

Maybe more than anyone else, business students and educators need to understand
the value of effective communication to the bottom line "Business schools need to review
curricula in light of transforming business needs noting that as organizational structures
become flatter and formal types of authority give way to more collaborative types of

'Lindeborg, Pbl Relations Quarterly, p.5.

'Dean Kruckeberg, "Integrating MulticulturalInternational Experiences into the Public
Relations Curriculum," Annual Meeting of the Speech Communication Association (November
1S, 1995); p. 3.
"Ibid, p 5
4

relationships, 'negotiating and communicating skills become critical'."
The prevalent use of public relations should indicate the value of leaiming public
relations skills-indeed the need to learn public relations skills

as early as possible to set

the stage for maxunum achievement in the work place.
The impact effective or ineffective public relations skills will have on students'
lives when they enter the work force suggests the need to go beyond basic communication
or English classes.
Once students learn basic grammar, punctuation and sentence composition it
would behoove them to take additional steps to learn some facet of communication
management: target messages, target audiences, media relations, community relations, etc
These are the types of skills explored in public relations education.

Statesnent of Need
Public relations is not a primary discipline of study at Oakwood College, a
predominately African-American private school located in Huntsville, Alabama. There,
public relations is offered as one of four areas of concentration in the putsuit of a bachelor
of arts degree in Communicatioas,
Over the last eleven years, the concentration has expanded from the one class
initially offered-Public Relations and Tnformation-to the current curriculum. Basic
course requirements for the concentration are Mass Communication, Principles of

"J. David Pincus, Bob Rayfield, Coral M, Ohl, "Public Relations Education in MBA
Programs: Challenges and Opportunities," P ublic Relations Review (Spring, 1994); p. 55.
5

Advertising, and Public Relations and Public Informatiou.
Elective courses rounding out the required hours are: Fundamentals ofPublic
Speaking, Persuasion, and Writing for PR. The last two courses are offered in alternating
years. All courses are taught by professors who have never been PR practitioners.
Discussions with Dr. Lela Gooding, chairperson of Oakwood's Department of
English and Communications, yielded acknowledgment that the PR concentration is not as
strong as it could be. "Students interested in PR," Gooding stated, "would probably have
to do most of their learning on the job." The primary reason for this is the departmen's
lack of teachers who have professional experience m public relations.
As previously stated, public relations as a specialized field has been steadily
increasing in importance. This has been reflected in colleges and aniversites across the
country. An article written in 1992 found that "among U.S. baccalaureate programs m
communication, the public relations program is growing the fastest "12
Expansion of Oakwood's public relations curriculum would signal the college's
recognition of the field's importance in the work world In additio.n, broadening the scope
of the English/Communication department could result in benefits for the college, the
department and the public relations profession, as well.
At the very least, a well-structured public relations program would better prepare
current students interested i the discipline for employment as practitioners. To offer
anything less puts Oakwood graduates at a major disadvantage when competing forjobs

"2Chris W Ogbondah, Cornelius B. Pratt, Internationalizing U.S. Public Relations:
Educating for the Global Economy, Public Relations Ouarterly (Winter, 1991-1992); p 37.

6

with others who have been educated at schools where public relations is a major field of
study.

A more balanced public relations curiculum could increase student enrollment in
the English/Communication department and, ultimately, the college. With public relations
so closely tied to business, interdisciplinary public relations educar-on could guide students
to enroll in departments they would not normally consider, such as getting a minor in
business or psychology
Interdisciplinary public relations instruction could also promote partnerships
between the English/Communication department and others, such as the business or
education departments. These partnerships would, in turn, strengten the preparation of
students studying other majors where skillful communication is pertinent to ther success.
Lastly, Oakwood graduates employed as public relations practitioners would fill a
major void of minority practitioners in the industry.
According to the federal statistics, minorities represent 7% (10,990) of the
150,000 public relations practitioners in the United States l That figure increased slightly
to 7.3% in 1987.

4

The U S, Bureau of Labor Statistics ranked the percentage of blacks in

marketing, public relations and advertising, 336th out of 351 occupations monitored by

'3Marilyn Kern Foxworth, "Status and Roles of Minority PR Practitioners." Public
Relations Review (Fall, 1989); p. 39.
'4Marilyn Kern Foxworth, '"Minorities 2000," EPhlic.Relations Journa (August, 1989); p.
14.
7

the federal government.'
Due to seemingly indifferent attitudes regarding diversity in the public relations
field, many minority practitioners seem to be isolated and segregated into minority owned
public relations firms. I Yet, even minority-owned firms feel treated like second-class
citizens

17

These statistics have prompted a discussion among public relations professionals
on the need for diversity. A recent survey "revealed that the public relations industry

a

profession charged with identifying, monitoring and shaping trends in society-is still
operating largely according to the traditional model of the American workplace...Nearly
everyone who participated m the survey felt that public relations firms could do more to

recruit minorities into the field. ls
As an African-American college, Oakwood could have some impact on the public
relations industry by becoming a recruiting ground for PR firms interested in diversifying
their workplaces with qualified minority practitioners

5Brian Wright

O'Connor, "Are Advertising Agencies Serious About Hiring AfocanAmericans?," Black Enterprise (March, 1993); p. 90.
16John

M. Fry, "A firm diversity hiring action plan," Public Relations jural (October,

1993);p 32

"Bnefings, "Minority owned firms seek mainstream acceptance," Phlic.Relations Journal
(August/September, 1994); p. 12.
1"Raymond

L. Kotcher, "Diversity in Today's Workplace and Marketplace," Pblic
Relations Quartenlv (Spring, 1995); pp. 6, 7

S

Purpose of Study
Research from this study will result in the design and proposal of an expanded
curriculum for the study of public relations at Oakwood College, cr any school of higher
leauang that does not offer public relations education.
The proposed program can serve to either strengthen the existing curriculum as a
concentration under the Communication major, or broaden the department's focus by
serving as a new major-a bachelor of arts degree in Public Relations.

Method of Study
Public relations education is gradually changing as we move rapidly toward the
2 1st century. Debates are raging among public relations professionals and educators
regarding the preparation necessary to train effective practitioners and to increase the
legitimacy of the public relations profession in the coming decade.
One such topic is whether schools should continue offering the traditional,
specialized public relations curricula and degree, or move to a more generalized cumcula
and degree called Integrated Marketing Communications Or Integraced Communications
1MC or IC blends traditional public relations skills with advertising and marketing
skills, to promote consistent messages disseminated by a corporation o orgamzation.
Some public relations professionals "support integrated marketing
communications and acknowledge...that to survive in their careers they will need to have
the slklls to do both advertising and public relations assignments within their

9

organizations."
On the other hand, many public relations educators vocally oppose replacing the
traditional public relations curricula and degree, believing that public relations is its own
specialty. They argue 'that the basic philosophical differences that make advertising,
' "2
marketing and public relations unique also make them poor candidates for integration.

"The reality is that more and more clients are taking a malti-disciplnary approach
to corporate communication planning." 2 1 Due to this fact, the curriculum designed
through this study will be more interdisciplinary than traditional, based on the traditional
and ntegrated curriculums used at the top public relations schools in the country.
A written survey will be mailed to recognized experts in the public relations
industry, identified from elected officers of professional associations such as the Public
Relations Society of America and the International Association of Business
Commnrucators. These experts will be asked to list, in their opinion, ten schools with the
best undergraduate public relations program, and schools with integrated communications
programs.
Once the returned surveys are tabulated and the top schools identifed, a letter will
be sent to each school requesting the four-year program outline for PR/IC majors, and
course descriptions.

'"Debra A. Miller, Patricia B Rose, 'Integrated Communications- A Look at Reality
Instead of Theory," Public RelationsQuarterly (Spring, 1994); p. 14.
2 Alicia

A. Bruno, "A Study on the Value of Preparing Public Relations Students Using
An Integrated Marketing Communications Cureulum," Graduate Thesis (June 23, 1995); p. 7.
-Miller and Rose, Public Relations nQarterly, p. 14.
10

In addition, research of other debated topics within the public relations industry
regarding the skills necessary for effective future practitioners will also form the basis for
course suggestions.

Limitations
This study will be limited to the research and discussion of public relations issues
as they relate to public relations education only The result will be a suggested
curriculum, with a description of courses to comprise a public relations program for
undergraduate study.

Definition of Terms

AEJMC Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication
IABC - International Association of Business Communicators
Integrated Communication - a variation of Integrated Marketing Communication
Irntgrated Marketing Communication a process that combies public relations with a
variety of traditional communication disciplines such as direct marketing,
adveMrsing and sales promotion, as well as non traditional commuuncation methods
such as distribution, packaging, and customer service.
Interdisciplinary - involving two or more academic, scientific, or artistic disciplines.
NSPRA - National School Public Relations Association
PRSA Public Relations Society of America
PRSSA - Public Relations Student Society of America
Public Relations - the management of communication between an organization and its
publics, referred to frequently as PR.

12

Chapter 2

Review of Related Literatare
Research for literature relating to public relations education was conducted at
Rowan University's Savirz Library and the Camden County College Library
A search of Savitz Library's periodical database, using the words 'PR
communication," and "PR education" yielded seven references of which two were used.
Additional searches of the ERIC Education database using the woris, 'TR education,"
"teaching of PR," and 'Tfture of PR" yielded 56 references of which eight were relevant,
Other literature came from publications provided by professors in the Department
of Public Relations and Advertising at Rowan Uuiversity, and the Camden County College
Library

Summary of Findings
The Foundation of Public Relations Educaion:
Social Sclences vs. Technical Sills
Edward L. Bemays, acknowledged by most practitioners as the father of modem
public relations, championed the social sciences as the foundation of effective public
relations education
In his book, "Crystallzzing Public Opinion," Bernays noted that "perhaps the
chief contribution of the public relations counsel to the public and to his client is his ability
13

to understand and analyze obscure tendencies of the mind...It is his capacity for
crystallizing the obscure tendencies of the public mind before they have reached definite
expression, which makes him so valuable."2
Over and over, Bernays hammered his belief that a public relations practitioner
cannot adequately serve in a counseling function, the most primary of responsibilities,
without understanding principles of psychology, such as individual thoughts and actions,
the group mind, or public opinion.
As stated in his own words, "public relations counsel must have a thorough
knowledge of the principles which govern individual and group action. A fundamental
study of group and individual psychology is required before the public relations counsel
can determune how readily individuals or groups will accept modifications of viewpoints or
policies, which they have already imposed upon their respective inediums"

23

Yet, many public relations programs emphasize technical skills (e.g., writing,
layout design) as top priority rather than the social sciences Bernays attributes the focus
on technical skills to the fact that many people still don't have a complete understanding of
what public relations is. In an educational setting, additional reasons might include turf
wars between departments and teachers acquiescing to industry dermands.
In Bernays' time, public relations was synonymous with publicity and struggling to
rise out of the stereotype created by unabashed publicists Today, many people in the

2Edward L Bernays, Crystallizing
York (1961).

blic Opinion, Liveight Publishing Corporation, New

23bid, p 96.
14

corporate sector still use the incomplete picture to define public relations, As a result,

they look for practitioners who can perform publicity-type functions centered on getting
the corporate name into public consciousness
But according to Pat Jackson, a widely-known public relations professional and
editor of the international newsletter pr reporter,'^Public relations is not only about

communicating, but also about understanding and motivating human nature." 24
In his book The Later Years: Public Relations Insights 1956-16 Bernays said
that putting priority on teaching writing skills and word usage before teaching an

understanding of human attitudes, behaviors and relationships, was lke teaching medical
students how to wield scalpels and knives before being taught the basics of the human
body.
"The social sciences, however, encompass communication science, psychology,
econolmics, sociology, social anthropology, political science, geography, and others Each

of those disciplines, n turn, contains many subdisciplines, such as cognitive psychology,
social psychology, collective behavior, and organizational hehavior >35 creating too broad
an area of study.

'Future public relations practitioners need a focused exposure to social science
concepts that are relevant to public relations problems '"2 "The practitoner's role as a
*Pat Jackson, "Public Relations for the Year 2000 and Beyond: Issues and Strategies for
the Public Relations Practitioner," Monograph (May, 1997), p. 7.
25James

E. Grunig, and Todd Hunt Manamnn Public Relations, Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich College Publishers (1984); p 5
",Ibid,p. 5.
15

social scientist will gain enormous importance in the next century."'

7

Of course, to satisfy the desire to move public relations into more of a counseling
function, and the need for students to be competent in performing technical functions,
would require a balanced integration of education in the social sciences and technical
skills.

Where Should Public Relations Be Housedf
In a nationwide study on public relations courses in the United States, a review of
3,201 university and college catalogs showed that of the 580 undergraduate departments
offering 1,275 public relations courses, 41% were housed in communication, 21% in
journalism, and 17% in business.? This reflects the historical fact that public relations in
the U S has mostly resided within schools ofjournalism and communications
With the industry trend moving toward IMC and the corporate need for
practitioners to become more management minded, some may question whether students
would be better prepared with public relations being housed in business schools, housed in
a department that combined public relations with advertising or housed as an entity all its
own.

In an historical look at public relations in schools ofjournalismicommunications,
Dr Bonita Neff, Inher paper "Public Relations in an International Arena: Establishing a
Global Model for Public Relations Education," states that there are rwo journaltsm models
7Jackson,

Monograph, p. 7,

2Bonita Dostal Neff Ph.D., "Public Relations in an International Arena: Establishing a
Global Model for Public Relations Education," Paper presented at the World Communicaton
Association's Biennial Convention (July 28-4ugust 3, 1991); p. 4.
16

on which public relations education is based-publicity and organiation
Initially, the publicity model was prominent in journalism schools until educators,
seeking to distance themselves from that model, began emphasizing management-as it

relates to systems theory and organization instead
Neff goes on to say that scholars and public relations educators from
communication departments initially focused on rhetorical theory, eventually moving to
include interpersonal, organizational, and broadcasting aspects of communication as
models for public relations education
In a 1975 study of the Association for Education in Journalism and the Public
Relations Society of America, co-chaired by J. Carroll Bateman and Scott Cutlip, the
prevailing belief was that a public relations program should be located in a school of
journalism or communications, Based ot that belief, their proposed curriculum focused

heavily on English, Social sciences and Communication courses, with a sprinkling of
Humanities, one Statistics course, one management course as an elective, and one
Advertising course 2

But there are those who point to the housing of public relatons in
journalism/communications schools as the reason for the painfully slow grow-th of public
relationsradvertising cumcula.
There is the belief that journalism/mass communication schools foster an elitist
attitude found in journalists who tend to rank their profession first and public relations
PRick Fisher, Ph D., APR, "Rethinking the Undergraduate Public Relations Sequence:
Evolution of thought 1975-1995," Southern States Communication Association Conference
(April 1995); pp. 4, 6.
17

last. This is exacerbated in some schools by the fact that joumalism-trained professors are
teaching public relations and advertising courses, although they may have very little
expeen.ce in the fields.3
Sy the 1980s, practitioners and educators agreed that improvements were needed
in public relations education to meet the needs of the profession Major changes discussed
included, a greater emphasis on business and research; concern over the traditional
affiliation of public relations education and journalism/mass communications; less
journalism, more management; and making public relations a first-line profession, not an
alterthought of journalism

3

By 1987, in another study sponsored by AEJMC and PRSA, public relations had
moved into business schools. Recommendations of course content reflected this move of
public relations into the business realm. Research and strategy were added to principles
and writing. Communication studies remained largely technical in nature, while
marketing, and courses in international, employee, financial, consumer, and community

relations were added.3
While most educators and practitioners agree that public relations is becoming
more management driven, many don't agree with public relations education emanating

Richard A Falb, 'proposal; Join PR and Advertising Education
or Business, " Phlic Relations Ouarterlv (Winter, 1991-1992); p. 42.

Away from Journalism

"]D Gay Wakefield, Dr., and Laura Perkins Cottone, APR, "Public Relations Education
For The SO's And Beyond" Convention of the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass
Communication (August, 1994); p 8
"Fischer, 'Rethinking the Undergraduate Public Relations Sequence," p. 8
18

from business schools. That pairing cuts public relations off from irs roots in
communmcation and partial grounding in the liberal arts.3
Others believe that public relations and communication are misunderstood by
business school faculty and admimstrators who believe those areas of study are irrelevant
to management education
Drs. David Pincus and Robert Rayfield, public relations proifssors at California
State University, Fullerton, found that business schools that do teach communication
subjects emphasize basic writing and speaking skills, but underplay strategic topics
essential to a management-oriented appreciation of public relations.34

The most frequently cited communication courses/topics taught in business
programs, in a 1991 survey, were: Audience Analysis, Employee Communication,

Persuasion Theories, Leadership, Customer Communication, Issues Management
Management Presentations, Memo/letter Writing, Public Speaking, Report/business
Writing, Meetings Management, and Interviewing

3

The best scenario seems to be public relations education coming from its own
separate, unique department. As a separate entity, it would be able to take advantage of
the offerings of both business/marketing and mass communications to fit a specific
curriculum.

33Falb, Public Relations Ouarterly, p. 42
3Pmicus and Rayfield, Comnmunication World, p. 12.
5Ibid, p. 12
19

Educating the PractitiQLner ofhe Future
Public relations education has changed with the times as educators have juggled
the priority of courses to reflect industry demands. And as we knew, industry never
stands still.
One of the latest trends in the public relations industry, and education is the
integration of public relations knowledge and skill with marketing and advertising-an
integration known as Integrated Marketing Commnunication.
IMC is defined by Don Schultz, Ph D , as "the process of developing and
implementing various forms of persuasive communications programs with a goal to
influence or directly affect the behavior of the selected communication audience "'
The idea behind IMC is using all points of contact with an audience or public to
deliver one, consistent message. "4A points of contact" would include public relations,
advertising, marketing, sales promotion, packaging, and any other source of brand or
company contact.
The practitioner of IMC would be a generalist-required. to know, not only the
theories and skills for public relations, but the theories and skills related to other specialty
disciplines as well.
IMC has been slow to catch fire with public relations educators. Instead, it has
become a line in the sand drawn between those who espouse hard-lined views for or
against it.

36David F Burleigh, and Christine A. Butler, integrated Marketing Communicaion: A
Strategic Planning Tool For The 1990s," Journal of Corporate Public Relations (Volume IV,
1.992-1993), p. 34.
20

Many dissenters of IMC agree totally, or in part, with the view of Betsy Ann
Plank a PR practitioner well-koown and respected throughout the country. As part of a
PRSA task force who studied the IMC trend, Ms. Plank feels "the push for IMC stems
from adv-ertisng and marketing people who are looking for additional fees, nor from
public relations professionals. The motivation behind the push for ThC education is
transparent. The vested interests of marketng and advertising are in a campaign to merge
public relations under the direction of marketing, which has become very obvious." 37
Simply stated, dissenters believe IMC is nothing more than a ploy allowing
marketing to subsume public relations. In the work world, the attitrdes and apparent
thinking of corporate honchos has more often than not, relegated public relations at the
bottom of the communication totem pole Poblic relations has always supported
marketing or advertising, never being an important function in its own right.
Other public relations educators, though, see "public relations as an integral
component of the IMC planning process because it uses, and can be integrated with, other
brand contacts to deliver a consistent message.'"f

IMC supporters believe that public

relations professionals who are proactive in the communications process would gain more

influence in determining the direction of public relations and corporate strategies, instead
of having their influence watered down.
While public relations educators take hard-lined positions for or against IMC, what
do public relations practitioners think about the trend?
37Bnmo, -A Study on the Value of IMC Curriculumn- p 27
SBurleigh and Butler, ournal of ConrpotPublic Relations, p. 34.
21

In a recent study, advertising and public relations practitioners said they "iMew
their roles as encompassing the broader areas of communication...Although both groups
admit that advertising and public relations practitioners require some different skills, they
agree that practitioners in both fields will need the skills to do both jobs." 3
Public relations professionals see IMC as a reality. In the workplace, PR
practitioners see the "inevitability of a custom rmx of advertising and promotion and direct
marketing and public relations," 40 and accept the fact that in order ro survve in their

careers, they wlII need multiple skills.
Some of the skill areas practitioners have expressed an interest in are strategic
planning, designing communication programs, consumer behavior, creative strategy,
marketing management and consulting, as well as speaking, oral presentations, promotion,
media planmng and message evaluation.
While the debate continues to rage within the public relations comrmuaty, what
does industry show9 "Industry trends show a movement toward more integrated
communications strategies on the part of both advertising and publc relations firms as well
as among their corporate clients.'"
More and more clients are requesting a multi-disciplinary approach to

'itller

and Rose, Public RelationsOuarterly, p. 13.

fIbid, p. 13.
'Clarke L. Caywood, Ph.D., "What I Studied MayNot Be What You Need: Report of
the National Task Force on Preparing Advertising and Public Relations Students for the
Communmcations industry in the 21st Century," JoTmnl of Corporate Public Relatis (Volume
IV, 1993-1994), p. 42.
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communication planning According to the PRHews' Tickr, ofall public relations irms

awarded accounts in 1994, within a six month period, 75% of them were asked to provide
marketing communications services. 4
The real barriers to educators' developing an integrated curriculum mainly stem
from turf wars. 'Many academies are by nature specialists reluctani to introduce broader
perspectives into established course material Traditionally trained public relations faculty
have detected a form of'marketing imperialism' in response to the call for an integrated
curriculum, while other opponents reject the notion that the great majority of public
relations activities are connected in any way to marketing."' 4

"If clients and management demand a more multi-disciplinary approach to
communications, the industry and the academy will have no choice but to aoquesoe or at
least compromise.""
Another trend that both public relations educators and practitioners agree on is the
move to make public relations more management driven than technician driven. In a
continuing eftort to increase the value of public relations in the strategic planning of
corporate and organization executives, public relations professionals are crying for more
education in public relations management.
"Practitioners without management skills will nor advance beyond technician roles,
are likely to find themselves managed by someone from a non-public relations

2Miller and Rose, Pubic Relations) uarrerly. p. 13.

%Caywood, Ionumal of Corporate Public Relations, p. 42.
tvMiller and Rose, Pubic Relations Ouarterly, p. 13.
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background, and as a direct result of these restraints, will be excluded from the dominant
coalition of organizational leaders.""

In a study sponsored by the IABC on the excellence of public relations, the general
theory developed "maintains that the senior public relations practitioner must be part of
the dominant coalition, function at the high level of decision making and participate in
strategic management if public relations is to be excellent and is to make the organization
more effective.

'

This theory was affirmed in a 1990 statement made by Robert L. Dilenschneider,
president and CEO of Hill and Knowlton, who said 'The 1990s will be a make-or-break
time for public relations We shall either be thought of and called upon, as a serious
business function, or be brought in as an afterthought to 'dress things up' after the

lawyers, bankers, accountants and line executives have made all the decisions."

7

"If enhancing the status of the public relations field is dependent on inclusion in the
dominant coalition, then provding opportunities to learn management skills at the earliest
possible point in the educational pipeline would appear to be of fundamental
importance ,'

45Kathenne N. Kimrick, MMC, APR, and Glen T. Cameron, Ph.D., 'Teaching Public
Relations Management: The Current State of the Art," Public Relations Review (Spring, 1994); p
77.
46lbid,

p, 75.

47Judy

VanSlyke Turk, Ph.D., and Maria P. Russell, APR, "Teaching Public Relations

Management: Bringing "The Ideal" and 'The Real" Closer Together," (August, 1991); p 5.
4qKinnick

and Cameron, Public RelationQ

Review, p. 77.
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In a 1989 survey of PR practitioners, a "lack of financial and budgeung skills were
seen as the greatest deficiency in practitioners moving from technician to manager roles,
with other deficiencies, in order from most lacking to least lacking, being problem-solving
and decision-making, goal-setting and prioditlug, planning and organization, analytical
skills and time management."4
One year later, a survey of PR practitioners revealed their belief that the single
most important skill necessary to be effective, was communication skills. This was
followed by problem-analysis, management, leadership, and personality characteristics."
"ractitioners who are not counselors and trainers, who don't feel relationship building is
the ultimate public relations skill, will find themselves left out after 2000." 51
As the public relations profession marches toward the 21st century, varied
discussions indicate other skills that will become increasingly important for practitioners to
be effective and valuable in the corporate sector
"The public relations practitioner of tomorrow will "need to be culturally astute
and cosmopolitan and particularly sensitive to the multicultural and international nuances
of her organization's publics ,2
"Public relations practitioners will be called upon to be corporate, i.e.,
organizational, interpreters and ethicists and social policy makers in this complex new

4 'Kinnick
5UTurk

and Cameron, Public Relations Review, p 74

and Russell, "Teaching Public Relations Management," p. 11.

5Jackson, Monograph, p. 9,
2Kruckeberg,

'Integraring Multicultural/lntemational Experiences..," p. 4
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world, charged with guiding organizational behavior as well as influencing and reconciling
public perceptions." 53
For the undergraduate public relations student seeking an etry-level position, the
number one skill will always be writing. In unrelated surveys of public relations
practitioners conducted in 1992 and 1995, writing topped the list as the most important

skill necessary for students to succeed in the workplace. Other skills cited include:
problem-soling, media relations,

54 getting

along with people, and understanding

marketing concepts 55

"3Kruekeberg, 'Integrating Multicultural/International Experiences ," p 5
54Fischer,

"Rethinking the Undergraduate Public Relations Sequence

"Bruno, "A Study on the Value ofIMC Curriculum," p. 36.
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Chapter 3

Procedures
Secondary research for this study was conducted at the Savitz Library of Rowan
University. All topics researched related to the value of public relations skills and the
value of the profession to the work world, diversity in the public relations industry, and
public relations education
Articles from trade journals and periodicals were gleaned from five databases:
Rowan Library Online Periodical Index, the Education Index, the Educational Resource
Information Center, the Social Science Index, and the ABI Global database in the Business
Index

Keywords used in the database searches were "public relations," "public relations
communication," "public relations education," "image/ "communication," "students in
public relations," 'teaching of public relations," "future of public relations," 'value of
public relations," "public relations as a profession," "minorities in public relations,"
"blacks and public relations," "African-Americans and public relations," and "diversity and
public relations."
The Rowan Library Online Periodical Index search uncovered 486 references of
which 16 were relevant to the study. The Education Index uncovered 293 entries of
which 21 were relevant. The Educational Resource Information Center database
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uncovered 39 entries of which 15 were relevant. The Social Science Index uncovered 13
entries of which four were relevant. The ABI Global search uncovered 75 entries of
which 18 were relevant.
A simple survey was constructed to help determine where the top ten
undergraduate public relations programs are located, according to the personal opinions of
public relations practitioners and educators who are highly regarded in their field.
Respondents selected were the executive officers of PRSA and NSPRA, both
national organizations, and members of "Friends of PRSSA" A. total of 16 surveys were
mailed to the executive officers, and a telephone survey was conducted wth the other
respondents. Of the 16 surveys mailed, 10 surveys were returned and five surveys were
completed to some degree. Of the 20 members contacted for the telephone survey, 15
members participated.
The primary data gathered from the surveys was tabulated and a list of schools
constructed. Atotal of 49 schools were identified in the survey, of whih 37 schools, or
76% reeeved one to three votes. Upon the author's consultation with her professor, it
was decided to use the 12 remaining schools to construct the list of Lhe schools with top
undergraduate public relations programs
The author spoke with professors who direct the undergraduate public relations
program at 11 of the 12 schools Each professor was asked to provide the author with a
four-year outline of course work, and course descriptions.
A content analysis of the data was used to compare the similarities and differences
of the programs to each other, and to the undergraduate public relations curriculum
28

created by the AEJMC and PRSA The three main areas focused on were:
- Where the public relations programs are housed;
* The subject matter focused on in the required and elective courses, and
· What skills are to be learned from the courses used.
The results of the content analysis are presented in Chapter 4.
The author used all primary and secondary research in dranwing her conclusions and
recommendations, resulting m an undergraduate public relations curriculum design for
Oakwood College Chapter tve explores the conclusions and justifies the recommended
curriculum.
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Chapter 4

Findings
Review of the literature on public relations education reflected opinions and
concerns of educators and practitioners regarding the skills public relations students need
to be effective in the 21st century. For comparison, the author wanted to look at top
undergraduate public relations programs to analyze the subject matter and corresponding
skills being taught, and how they relate to current thinking.
To determine what schools were considered to have top public relations programs,
16 surveys were mailed to the executive oficers of PRSA and NSPRA, and 20 members
of"Fnends ofPRSSA" were contacted to participate in a telephone survey. Of the 16
mailed surveys, 10 surveys were returned with five surveys completed to some degree. Of
the telephone surveys, 15 people participated.
SnrvevResults
Several respondents in the telephone survey were hesitant when asked to give their
opinions of the top ten schools for undergraduate public relations study They pointed out
many factors they considered important to determining the quality of programs, and
indicated that if those factors changed, so might the programs' quality.
Some respondents were concerned they had been out of the educational loop long
enough, one to two years, that their feelings might not reflect current reality. These were
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usually professors who are retired and no longer move m academc circles.
Other factors cited by respondents as affecting program quality were the caliber
and number of professors, the size of the school and/or department, and the resources
available.
In many instances, respondents believed certain professors who had started7 and
built a reputable public relations program at one school, often took that program's quality
with them when they left and moved to another school. Other respondents didn't think it
would be fair to compare the programs at Large schools, which had many resources
available, to programs at small schools where resources weren't as plentiful.
In all cases, the author emphasized she was asking for their personal opinions,
allowing them to answer the question according to the knowledge they had, and using
whatever criteria they chose.
In the end, a total of 49 schools were identified in the survey, of which 76%
received one to three votes. The remaining schools, receiving five or more votes, were
chosen as the top schools to be further investigated.
The final twelve schools were:
University of Florida - 13 votes
Rowan University 11 votes
University of Maryland, College Park - 10 votes
Syracuse Universty - 9 votes
Ball State University, Brigham Young University, California State
University, Fullerton, Northwestern University - 7 votes each
Boston University, San Diego State University, San Jose State
University - 6 votes each
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Ohio University - 5 votes.
Each school was contacted and the professors were requested to send an outline of
the undergraduate public relations curriculurm with course descrpptions. The professor at
Northwestern Univetsity indicated the school did not offer an undergraduate public
relations program, but rather a graduate program in IMC. Because of the author's interest
in the trend toward a multi-disciplinary approach to public relations practice, she
requested Northwestern's curriculum, as well.
Of the remaining 11 schools, 10 schools sent the requested information. These
curricula were compared for sirmlanties and differences to each other, as well as how they
related to the author's secondary research and the curriculum design suggested by the
AEJMC and PRSA in the 987 Report of the Commission on I nderadut

e Public

Relations Educatin.
CurriEscla Analsis
Where are the programs housed?
The public relations programs of five schools, 45%, are housed mjournalism
schools/departments, four programs, 36%, are in communications schools/departments,
One program is housed in the School of Journalism and Mass Communication, and one is
located in the School of Mass Communication and Public Relations Northwestem's IMC
program is housed in the jourahlsm school.
What is the offered major?
Of the 10 undergraduate public relations programs, seven offer
journalism/communicatons degrees with a public relations emphasis, and three schools
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offer degrees in public relations.
Required core courses
The top three courses required in the core programs, particularly of schools
offering journalism/communications degrees with a public relations emphasis, dealt with
broad subject matter in mass media/mass communications. These courses go by various
names, but focus on similar subject matter: mass communications, law, and sharpening
writing techniques Other courses rounding our the most common requirements cited
focus on communication theory, ethics, researchf and publication design
The most unusual core required courses focus on economics, politics, and
semantics. San Jose State, which offers a public relations degree, emphasized required
liberal arts courses, such as psychology, history, marketing, and literature.

Required core electives
The author defined core elective courses as specific courses suggested to students
who are required to take One or more courses within the list. Top courses in this group
focus on research, new media technologies, international commuticatio, and persuasion.
Again, most subject matter dealt with mass media/mass communications issues
Courses offered in this group that stood out from the rest in subject matter.
focused on statistics, psychology, and management. Some programs include research and
law in this group, as well as issues dealing with mass media and society, computers in
communication, and courses on oral, speech, or audio/visual presentations.
Ohio University, San Jose State, University of Maryland, Ball State, Syracuse, and
Rowan offered no courses in this group.

Both the required core courses and core electives resemble the curriculum
guidelines set forth by the AEJMC and PRSA study. t suggested that students majoring
in public relations should have instruction which focuses on "some basic parts of the
communication systems...how parts of communications are integrated and the conditious
under which the integraied whole allows persons, social groupings and organizations to
advance social cooperation and coordination."

6

This includes courses in writing techniques, graphic arts, oral presentations, mass
media/mass communications, communication theory, law, and ethics.
Required public relations courses
The top five public relations courses required focus on introduction to public

relations, internship, public relations writing, research, and case studies Other courses
cited in several curricula were pubic relations management, principles of advertising, news
reporting, law, and publication design
Some schools included mass media/mass communications courses m this group.
Brigham Young listed a number of business oriented courses as required public relatons
courses, i e principles of accounting, marketing management, and business
communication.
Required public relations electives
This group of courses provided latitude for an array of choices. Only two subjects
were cited most often, feature writing and news reporting. Several courses that appeared
5AEJMC,

PRSA Educators Section of PRSA, 'Design for Undergraduate Publc

Relations Education," 1987 Report of the Commission on TInderradtat7e Public Relations
Educatio C(November, 1993); p. 21.
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in the core or public relations required subjects, appear here: namely, principles of
advertising, research, publication design, law, and public relations writing

Many schools used this group to provide courses in more specialized areas of
public relations, such as corporate or nonprofit PR, findraising and special events
planning, photography, specialized writing courses (science, technical), employee and
community relations, and political campaigning.
Again, Brigham Young included three business courses in this group, and San
Diego State included two business courses and several political courses.
When compared to the AEJMC/PRSA curriculum, all required public relations
courses and electives follow the study's suggestions. These include principles, practices
and theory of public telations, techniques (writing and message dissemination), research,
planning and evaluation, public relations strategy and implementation, and internship."
Major curricula differences
Social science courses were offered within the required general education cumcula
of seven schools, two offered social science within required core or support courses, and
one school offered them within a list of specified free electives.
It is no surprise that the schools offering communications or journalism degrees

with emphases in public relations tended to require more mass media/mass
communications courses, than the schools offering public relations degrees. The standout
is San Jose State, which requires a total of five mass media/mass Communtcation courses.
On the flip side of the coin, the schools offering public relations degrees required

" 1987 Report of hCommission, p 23
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more courses with specialized PR emphases, with the exceptions of Bragham Young, Ball
State and San Diego State Boston University offers most of its PR courses within the
group of required PR electives.
Concernmig the multi-dlsciplmary practice ofpublic relations, such as IMC, four
schools offered one marketing or advertising course within the group of required PR
courses. Four other schools offered marketing or advertising within the required PR
electives
In the areas of business and management, Brigham Young ranked first in the
number of required courses, offering PR management, principles of accounting and
bustness communication within its required public relations courses. San Diego State
followed with two required business/management courses and three courses listed in its
required core electives. Most of the other schools offered one or more
business/management classes in all course groupings.
Few schools offered courses on international communications. San lose State
requires two classes dealing with the subject, and San Diego State offers one. The other
two schools that offer the subject list the courses within their bank of elect.ves.
Alt the schools focus heavily on writing skills, offering three or more writing
classes. University of Maryland headed the list, offering 11 writing courses mostly
contained within the required public relations electives Ball State was second, with seven
wtiting courses offered.
Other entry-level skills such as problem-solving, media relations, and interpersonal
communications are skills that infiltrate many subjects. But several schools offered
36

courses that specifically focus on a particular skill Rowan University offered five classes
that specifically involved problem-solving; Syracuse offered three classes specifically

involving media relations; and Rowan offered seven classes highlighting interpersonal
skills, followed by California State and San Diego State, each with five courses on the
same subject
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations
Summary

As the public relations profession approaches the 21st century, practitioners and
educators debate the necessary changes needed in public relations education to produce
students well-equipped to perform an important communication fumction in Society. These
debates include the value of IMC, the need for more management ability, and the most
important entry-level skills a graduate should possess
The purpose of this study was to create an interdisciplinary public relations
curriculum for undergraduate study, particularly for Oakwood College. Thus, it was
necessary to research the curricula of schools with top undergraduate PR programs.
These schools were determined by a survey of the personal opinions of recognized experts
in the public relations industry.
A comparative study of curricula subject matter and corresponding skills was
conducted between selected schools. The curricula were then compared to the curmiculum
guidelines suggested in the 1987 Reoort ofthe Commission on Undegraduate Public
Relations Education. The study also looked at where the public relations programs were
housed, the majors offered, and how the programs' curricula fit in with current debates on
public relations education. Northwestern University was not included in the comparative
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study because it does not offer an undergraduate public relations program, only a graduate
program in IMC.
Of the 10 programs studied, 81% were housed in journalism/communications

schools or departments. Seven of the schools offer journalism/comrmunications degrees
with a public relations emphasis; three offer public relations degrees.
All the schools offered mass media/mass communications courses, the heaviest
concentiation coming from schools offering a public relations emphasis. The bulk of
public relations-specific courses came from programs offering public relations degrees
An introductory marketing or advertising course was the extent of an IMC type
focus for most of the programs. Only two schools placed heavy emphasis on
business/management skills, while the rest offered one or two management courses as
requirements or electives
Writing figured prominently in 90% of the programs, where schools offered three

or more writing courses. Other skills were less prominent, with 60% focusing on
interpersonal skills, and one school offering three courses focusing on media relations.

When compared to the curriculum guidelines suggested by the Comrission
Report, all programs followed the recommended subject matter.
Conclusions
The comparative study of curricula led to the following conclusions:
1) Schools offering a public relations emphasis are limited in the number of public
relations-specific required courses they can offer due to constraints of the number of
hours/credits allowed in the major The most complete public relations education seems
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to come from those programs offering degrees strictly in public relations.
2) All the cuurrula point to a preference for maintaining public relations as a

specialized area of study rather than making it more generalist in nature, in spite of some
movement of the industry toward IMC. This is evidenced by the one or two required
introductory courses offered in advertising and/or markletg, compared with the
abundance of required public relations-specific courses.
3) Several programs support the assessment that public relations needs to be more
management/business driven, reflected by the number of management/ business courses
listed as requirements and electives.
4) Witing continues to be the number one skill focused onr which falls in line with
the desires of industry employers
Recommendations
Based on the conclusions drawn, the author makes the following recommendations
for changes in Oakwood's current communications/PR emphasis cuLriculum:
3)Keep the communications major/advertising and public relations emphasis for
the time being, but revamp the curriculum without too much disruption. Eventually, add a
public relations major to the department to give students more exposure to public

relations-specific courses
2) Change the current name of the emphasis from advertising and public relations
to just public relations. The one advertising course offered does not constitute an
advertising emphasis.
3) Strongly suggest that students in the PR emphasis/major, minor in management
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This would expose them to a number of iportant courses they would nor normally have
For students who don't want to minor in management. steer them into one or two
pertinent classes as free electives.
To revamp the current curriculum:
4) Delete one mass communicatioo course and the keyboarding course from the
core requirements, and add ethics to the existing communications law course.
5) Change the public relations and public information, and writing for public
relations and public information courses to pnncaples and pratices of public relations and
writing tor public relations, respectively

The current courses focus more on mass

communication issues, and need to be public relations specific
6) Add the following courses to those required in the PR emphasis: public relations
research, public relations case studies, and public relations management (if a student is
runonng in management, substitute public relations planning). Change the exstmg
communications internship to a public relations internship
7) Require that students take one of the following public relations electives:
writing for electronic media, feature writing, persuasion, or editing
8) Keep the curriculum of the public relations major specialized, but include IMCrelated subject matter, or steer students into IMC-type courses as free electives. This will
keep the curriculum comparative to those across the country, yet help students develop
better skills in integrated communications.
9) Add one-credit modules to the PR major curriculum7 to allow for guest teachers
that will not have to be paid fill salaries, yet can give the students an opportunity for more
41

specialized study. Three modules would be offered in the fall semester and three in the
spnng. Students would be required to take two modules per year. Each module would

meet four to five times during a semester.
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RECOMMENDED CURRICULItUM
for
OAKWOOD COLLEGE'S
B.A. DEGREE IN COMMUNICATIONS / PUBLIC RELATIONS EMPHASIS
Major Requirements - Core Courses

Tours

Mass Communications & Society
Communication Theory
Introduction to Journalism & Media Writing
Fundamentals of Public Speaking
Desktop Publishing for Graphic Design
Mass Communications Law & Ethics3

3
3
3
3
3
18

Emphasis Requirements - Public Relations

Hour

Principles & Practices of Public Relations
Principles of Advertising
Writing for Public Relations
Research for Public Relations
Public Relations Management*
Public Relations Case Studies
Public Relations Intemship

3
3
3
3

21
"Students who are minoring in Management can substitute Public Relations Planning
Emphasis Electives - Public Relations

Eours

Students must take one of the following:
Writing for Electronic Media
Feature Writing
Persuasion

3
3
3

Editing

3
Total Hours - 42

Recommended Minor - Management
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RECOMMENDED CURRICULUM
for
OAKWOOD COLLEGE'S
B.A. DEGREE IN PUBLIC RELATIONS
Core Requirements

Hours

Mass Communications & Society
Commumnation Theory
Fundamentals of Public Speadking

3
3
3
9

Major Requirements

Hours

Principles & Practices ofPublic Relations
Principles of Advertising
Writing for Public Relations
Desktop Publishing for Graphic Design
Research for Public Relations
Public Relations Planning
Public Relations Case Studies*
Public Relations Law & Ethics
Public Relations Internship

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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'Students not minoring in Management, substitute Public Relations Managemenr
Major Electives

Hours

Students must take One of the following:
Persuasion
Principles of Marketing*
Writing for Electronic Media
Feature Writing

3
3
3
3

Editing

3

TFor students not minoring in Management
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Hours

Module Electives
Students must take two of the following;
Media Relatious

1

Publicity
Fandraising
Special Event Planning
Direct Response Marketing
New Media Techtolooes

1
I
I
1
2

Total Hours - 41
Recommended minor - Management
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CUIRRENT CIRRICULUM
for
OAKWOOD COLLEGE'S
BA. DEGREE IN COMMUNICATIONS

ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS CONCENTRATION
Major Requirements

Hours

Fundamentals of Public Speaking
Introduction to Journalism and Media Writing
Introduction to Mass Communications
Communication Theory
Mass Communications Law
Practicum or Internship in Communications
Desktop Publishing for CGraphic Desig
Keyboarding
Communication elective

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
26

Concentration Requirements

Hours

Mass Communication & Society
Principles of Advertising
Public Relations and Public Information
Electives by Advisement

3
3
3
6

Total Hours -41
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February, 1997

Dear;

For my thesis project as a graduate student in Rowan College's public relations program, I
am creating an interdisciplinary public relations curiculum for a small liberal arts college

As part of my study, I want to review the curricula of colleges and universities that have
top undergraduate public relations programs and those that offer undergraduate programs
in integrated marketing communication.
To determine where these programs are, I am asking you, a recognized professional in the
public relations field, to take two minutes to list your opinion of the top ten schools for PR
study and a list of schools for IMC study. I'd like to have your response by February 24.
Enclosed is a self addressed, stamped envelope for your convenience.
I appreciate your taking the time to help me in this project
Sincerely.
Patrice Thomas Conwell
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Top 10 Schools for Undergraduate PR Study

1.

6

2

7

3
4.
5.

.

S
--

_

9. . _
10..

Schools for Undergraduate IMC Study

Thank you for your time.

Rowan College

School of Communication

Public Relations/Advertising
Communications ..................
...
......
..9 S.H.
College Composition I & II& Public Speaking
Science & Mathematics ............................ 12-15 S.H
Mathematics-3 or 4 s.h.
Lab Science-3 or 4 s.h.
No more than two courses in one discipline

P
P;,u

Social & Behavioral Sciences .....................
15-18 S.H.
Psychology choice-3 s.h.
Sociology choice-3 s.h.
Economics or Political Science choice- s.h.
No more than two courses in one discipline
History, Humanities & Language ..................... 15-18 S.H.
Literature choice-3 s.h.
History or Philosophy-3 s.h.
Semantics@-3 s.h. (pre-requisite 30 s,h.)
No more than two Courses in one discipline
AMs ...........
........ ,.....................,
6 S,H.
Health & Exercise Science
.............................
3 S.H.
Reltion Advertising Requirements.
.42"

S

Public Relations/Advertising Requirements (A below) ....... 33 S.H.
Public Relations/Advertising Related Electives (B next page).. 9 S.H.
ree
recti
(C ntx gl. i'.."..
l...
:
..
.....
-inimm Total required for gradation;iii

s

..... :

. .:q
. 126 S.

A-Public Relations/Advertising Major Requirements .......
Grade

Date taken

Course title

Mass Media@
Communication Theory@
Introduction to Public Relations
Introduction to Advertising
News Reporting 1
Adv. P.R. Writing &Strategies
Introduction to Survey Research
Publications Layout & Design
Case Studies in Public Relations (Fall)
Public Relations Planning (Spring)
Comm. Field Experience 3 or 6 s.h,

33 S.H

(Course pre-requisite)

(College Comp I &II)
(College Comp I & II)
(Mass Media)

(Mass Media)
(Semantics)
(Intro, to P.R., News Reporting 1)
(45 s.h.)
(45 s.h,)
(Adv. P.R. Writing)
(Adv P.R., Intro Survey Res, Case Stud.)
(Permission of academic advisor)
@ Required for all C:mmunication Majors
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Liberal Arts List

.-

Course prefixes that count towards the 65
:- '. Liberal Arts Requirements:

.

AlR: ..

4S4, IOM 301, BMOT 230, CNlC 40, ECON 321.

OCY201,-GV-r42zPSYC200,
.:
AASP, AGRI, AORO, AMST, ANSC, ANML ARIHU
tEXT 400, URBS 350 or an advaced
ARTH, ASTR. BCHM, BIOL. BIOM, BOTN, CHEM,

staistics course if one has previously bemn ke
C. One compuler scienc
loems -,u
CMSC 102 103, or 104

Public Speldh: SPCHI 100 107,200 ar 230'
Saial Sciece: one ofthe folowsig - ...'
a. Sodaloig SOCYlOOOr t 05:*'

.

:-

^

CHIN, CS , CLAS, CMILT, CMSC, CRIM, DANC*.
ECON, ENGL. ENTM, FMST, FOLA, FREN, GEOG,

::

;;'

;

7

;
* ::,b. Anthrpolroy ANTEH26
.20
-. "
.. s.
:
'c. History HST 156 orl7
I.. '"...
"'-.
Psychotogy PSYC 100 i.1
-.221-. .-:
Economrc: ECON20t.203 or 205
..
.
Governmtent and Politir: GVPT 100 cr 170: For '; ':.
News-Edihorial and Magzinr sequence, GVPT 170 and 260 or 460

:-i

-..

..

GEOL, CERM. GNED, GREK, GVPT, HEBR. HESP,
HIST, HONR. HORT. rrAL',JAPN. LATN, LING,
MAPL, MATH. MEES; METO MIC.B MUSC*.
NUTR, PHIL PHYS, PORT, PSYC, RUSS, SLAV,
SOCY, SPAN. STAT, URBS, WMST, ZOOL:
.
.. Plus all courses it count toward CORE
requirements, regardless of their departmental prefix

*

OTE: minnnRmt of 90 non-conmtnitkfcnIon crdijts required. ,
\

i:

* JOUR 477 not rcq Ln'd

a. One math cose-MATH ill, 113,115, 140,150,220,
TAT 100, or any math cous for which any of ihesc c es is a.

*-4tt~
r9
\

_-

· JtJOUR
.
101 ao requird ..

"

;:

Quantitzalve Reasoing

-

a c.:

- JOUR 001 zequred as a non-cditm
oi,

OR

also required.

.

.

..":

. Upper Level Reqnirement - Afl jonrnaism majors mU complet
at east 57 credit at th upper (300 - 400) leve
. Mnor - All slde6ts must complete a 12-credit uper-leel mino
in owe eied of smdy. A sudenr may pa minorin Rao,
.
Tekvisio and Film or Spach.
. .-..
.
· Abslract Tintklng Skldls (Fo sndents matriauatmig Fal 1993.)
Language Ar: Fxign language profiiency tronh
rhe intenmc snaleve (minuimun 9 acri.t)

, DMS451,
GEOG 3S,

'i.

'

'

. h. , .

I

* One addifiila JOUR elective reqi

:

.

..

-

..-

300R etedve taq
.
L.
. r

'.

.

. Comlpleiuon ofrJOUR 2 . Satdents mustc mplete OUk 201
ith a "C* c beer a a peequmstit
formiostjoumm
;. .

rrequisite except Math 143.

; .s '.:.-.:m

..

,

-

.L

.'-. JOUlR 001 equird as aKHM-ad
- JOi RO11 ot re4qured .

.
:.

'

-(JOUR 320, 332, 360: :.
Elective (333 334 or witing coum

,.. .

:;

Oneaddiinkl=

:

:.f('Somie limitatioMs

*'

apply. Coarultdvisu
prior

to reistering tor course in deoarnmenit marknr
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THE PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJOR
lervgram of Study Code: 061S

In order to declare Public Relations officially as their major, students must accomplish the following:
1. Achieve a passing score on the Newhouse Grammar, Punctuation, Spelling test;
2. Successfully complete PRL 206;
3+ Complete a Program of Study form, available in the Newhouse Records Office, 102B NCCI, and have that
form signed by the Public Relaions Department chairperson duing an interview after completing PRL 206.
Please note; Some of the courses listed below are alphabetically resricted by last name. You must take trem
i the semester noted.

Credits
3

First Year:
COM 107 Communications & Society
/
V/+ PRL 206

Public Relations Principles & Concepts (Prereq: COM 107)

3

Second Year:

GRA 217 Introduction to the Graphic Arts

V/

3

(A-K fall semester, L-Z spring semester)
PRL 205

/

Introduction to Writing for the Media
(Prereq: WRT 105; L-Z fall semester; A-K spring semester)

'~ NEW 205 News Writing
(L-Z fil semester; A-K spring semester; Prereq: WRT 105)

IA

PRL 215

(Prereq: ADV 206/207 or PRL 206/205 or PRL 206/NEW 205)
This course may be taken in either sophomore or junior year

Third Year:
V* PRL 315

/*
*

Specialized Writing in Public Relations

Public Relations Research (Prereq: PRL 206 or ADV 206)

PRL 325

Public Relations Campaigns (Prereq: PRL 215 and PRL 315)

NEW/
RTN 345

Critical Perspectives on News
(A-K fall semester; L-Z spring semester; Prereq: COM 107)

OR
TRF 345

Critical Perspectives: Electronic Media, Film
(Prereq:. COM 107)
(over)

3

ScaLL-¾Vittrnism
'49
l3awndism
12 hours from
ACC
203 Prin Acrt 1 3)
BEOA 111 Intro Key WP 3)
or

rrGRA

241 Bus Correspd (3}
180 Into r Art (3)
182 Pht Litho (3)
184 Cornp ppa (3)

282 Digl mgl (3)
362 Dig Imag 2 (3)
385 Conmmerc Pmt (3)
5 hours of lectives

12
5
44hB
63 hi

Studils qualifyin for exemption from
ENCG 13 or lOt wi receive credit for
the couse(s). ENG 101 and 102 may be
substituted for ENG 103.

BACCALAUREATE D.TCREES
Studets enrolled in journalism courss
will find it necesary to submit
typewntten or computer-ppapred copy
and assignments as part of the coures'
activities. Jourralism students mwt earn
a total of 90 credit hours in conuses other
than jouralism, radio, television, film,
advertising, public relations, and
comniunicatmons media.
Student must complete the
prounmalism proramn before enrolling

m the prfesional jounmalhm maor.
Students can dcde are
a noumAlDm
prOamlbefore the end of heir
sophomna
year. Preoumalism studenzt
am encouraged to meet with the
academic advisor in the journalism
department before applying to the
professionl program
Before enrolling in the professional
jotirnlism mapr. students mtst submit
lpplicatiorn to he journalism
department,Students must achieve 2.25
grade-point averages on the
preounalisn program with grades of C
Dr better in each cour.
Before graduating, students must have
25 grade-point averages in the pre
journalism and profcesional punalism
programs, and rades of C or bette in
each ourse Credit in ECON 201 is
required for the journalism advertising
ption. All nmajrs mrust completa an exit
miterview with the appropriate sequence
coordinaor.
Joulism mnpfo must earna
mirinum of 90 ctedit hours in coures
other thar journalsm, radio, television
film, advertising public relations, and
commturicatiors media. Of these 90

49

hours, at least 65 must be libera arts
courses.
In regnd to the rquired 65 ours of
liberal arts counes. all jouralism
departrntt Bm rs must atisfy one of
the foUlowing
* Complei"on of two areas of emphasis
conmsting of at least nine hours each in
two of the disciplines lted below.
* Compleion of oe area of emrhasis
cunessting of at least eighteen hours in
one of rte disciplines siled below.
EArnin a second inr eor a minor in
one of the areas listd below satifie
this requiremit. Economics. Theatre,
Anthropology. Biology, Chemusty,
Compultr cience, Enlish,
Cev.raphy, Geology, History,
Mamer6mmtlcs, Classical Culture,
Chinese, French, German, Japanese,
Spanish, Natural Resources,
hilosop hy, Relgious Studies,
Astronomy, Fhysics, Physiology,
Health Science. PoliticI Science,
FPsyhology, Sociology and Speeh
Oter disoptiLit and mtrdirci pinary
programq which include liberal arts
curs^ adnr
subject to approval by the
department c{ irpersonr

MAJOR rNJOURNALISM,
33-45 hounr
PREFIX NO SHORT TiTLE CR HRs
Students mst conpilete prejournasm
care reqimremnts plus equirements of
orne option.
FrjoumralrFm cot. reguirneinnt r 15.
3'URIN 101 MassMedia
3
125 Conn Graphic
3)
211 Media Writ
3
211 Media Writ 2
3
spific optioncoutse
'
3
Complete One option
Joumrnali7 fiertsifig opid:n. 45 hours
Prejoumalism coure
JOURN 250 Intro Adve (3)
ProfessiotAI pvmrorarm 30 hours
JOURN 325 loum Law
3
352 Avrt Media
3
3541 Advrt Copy
3
3S2 Resrch Strat
3
456 Advrt Campns
3
ECON 202 ElemMicro
3
MKC
300 Pri Market
3
31C Consmr Behav
3
3 hours from
JOURN 36S Internhdp (3)
479 Non paid Int ()
3

t
'

BA in COMMUNICATIONS: Public Relations Emphasis {483629)
Department of Communications
For studerts enterig the degree proarem during i-e 1997-98 curricular year.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRY INTO THE PR3CORAM--OT`NE0oTJAELE.
(SPECIAL NOTE: MeetiUg tha mirdlmun requlreWetilts -oaanot guaranfee cnlry into the major. The Public Reatlions Sequrence accepts only the top SOapplicants each year. BECAUSE THIS MAJOR
HAS LIMITED ENRFOLLMENT, ITS STRONrGLY RECOMMENDED TO SELECT AN ALTERNATIVE MAJOR AS A EACK-UP PLAN.
I Pass Enistil {W%), Malh t75Ai. and Spellilng 17&6%1 earms In the Teslia CenEre Each eKarn casts $1. Esarns crrol be relaken durirg Ihe earmrday. Poagea be sure lo check exenp-iln dalas vf
exarna with the Adlbisemnt Canter nrTeftingr Cenlbr, NOTE: fl Is mpornlJ to lake Ihe eexam as saen as possibrlteetors camplefinu fba psnraquSsiles hr)bhepub~lcrtal)aos mia.cr,
2- Eair aa overall GPA of 3.0 (9) crbetlaraend sophinnrie slatus.
; 10, 21, and 2363 Complelethe i-olowina cr.r6ervwlUt a &- Grste- Comns
4 CrempEele EngI 115 nr HorP 20 or Phil 105 with a Al- orheffer.
See IIhe Adlsernent Cenlerf ran applicelion lbr admi-anr IrIo Iale program and tar applicalon dead irne inforryali-n.
Only stuents oliclally accepted hnt- publc relatilcns are aobaver

~lEtar1citrr
Is
31:[-ard 4aa.ravel corsiua in this

GENERAL EIDUCATION AND UNIVERS TY REOUIREMENTS (45-70&
GENERAL EDUCATIOnREQUIRa£ENTS
:4 5-5BC ichilsL
neiMiemrnea

C=M;.:-:i

Acd'aulf;SMkiFIl
precolDleMFat h
IsLVear Erglrh
Adarced Writig
Advarcsd LanpualehMalh;Mtusia
CcraCoorafas
Elcre.ical Sciesce
Phyaskal Srernca
Amneican HerilaGe
HIis
f ae
r C[llltacn
We llness
Elective Course
rt1sanit-etlnlNWlUlal Scisnc a
Sdaci &EBha.aral caernces

1
1
t
1-4
I
t

1I
32

1-3

I
1

b
LorZ
a-3.Oo
o.0
!.0
3-20 0
3.
3a
3.Q
$.O
1.5-2 C
30
3-sl
3.0

UNIVERSftr'REqUiREMENTS (t4.
iers)
Reilglonsr
Cvras
IcAk orIFA aTin
I

UBD r .ws~~r* T

O odrne
i SCcvrnanfn'
El ecEJ.
a cci eS
Graduatlon RFtquIremaneli
Upp-arCirihlunl L.
I sIdB nee hntl .
Tol~ihrs rSechad:a greduaia

2
I

4a
2.0

*fs1r-l>
rn

MJOR REOUIrME.TS S2-84 0 total hours

civ
ile
tru
Conplele tao coIrse Irom tPa liroliig:
CerMIsle the (clllwJng:
Slat
105
tSlai[s!ic
ICrain
z
vCom 1BI
tDs
assConmn
Socetr
30aI
I
Sial
221' PlnJafSliisliMl
3c J
Csssesa
Ccrrns 2X1 Ccnu iii n'H Clo
ons 3,he
I 2i?2'Sbrl
P-nnefr2iri
e
sM&4.a
1
I
Ccrrimms 307 Ccrriimunicacr La
3.D I
I
:Staill 5 EiJI riLjtrfilheGE Aarcee
Ccrnms 311 '~UIflrMassAudien:erS 3n.
I
MaahsCiuemenl)
Irom appooddIl
l
Cnrras 3tR RfRcsearch MeLoWs.
3a.0 I
I
Egl i5
ICmarlns 4] Elhis 1&
issues
Z3 I
i
CopaIli teerownag:
AMCcrr322
r
Acc
20D Prnc DfTAS:wcnalM
3C I
SaE22t' r222' ec t
iCrpaleta har cl thIelaa:
EusM
340 MarkIelnRIOl
3ai
Cconsr
(Crn
Courses43!R SvimrasNrr
05 I
I
crom 32b0 EB¥lnrsgiComm,
la I
<
[Coa.-4si1 ,'mmsiaim
a5
I
locE
450 ErelenricoPubishin.
31. I
13ICo
Bi,
-tf
(cr e; i iaen11i
/r
AtertcrisiilrI whltha t:ufacil atIsorr, complate 1 licur
Al
PIvS 130
AHI9
, 10 :
r
of te I I lolwing
EGLISHI LECTkVE:i p htcurs)
flhre approvle isI
Crnrrms ISR Internship
a.0V I
I
Musl rnt Include- ny cauCise Iel ccuL1 be uaer' o rill a
Plan approved lial
or urniesity
oeequIreanerI
Conmpli 0a eours-Be liarre Lhe loirowinrg:
______I---_
Conrna 30 Hisiorrvl Ma.s Comn
30 d
I
i
Ircmnapiplraed Il4
omnrns 310 Rhebtcricalldelhld
3a I
I
_
i
_ 1..3 I
comnfi 33 yew MWedia Teh
Ircm appiaved lil$
fronmpplcediis
i
Ccir
402 ErIeclniej Meia CrFlirs
2.0 I
I
STCNHSLY S'CGU!QSTED C0PTIOiRA COURSE;S:
COms a IC Maszjde.:aAimvrlslraicaB [ c I
C-ifrm. 220 lro loadverll:irpg
Z.'01I
Contms. 4
CuanioraI4- M'r
edJa
[
3
r
I
Comma 243 InifctoledrlMedla
5.0 I
Comrn4 43 hliten aonalCnm
3C I
1
Comms 323 Fduillre11
3 I
pF5s 230 FPoilical Parl cirill
313 IC
ComnpleiE-if:Tllsawing
TecE
251 GrahficArls
30 I
RelA 121 and 12
Ccmnnt 235 JiIlLo PIlF ReRatiNcns. 2.0 I_
.
TMA
165 ProducIcU Bass
3. 1 I
RelA211 w212
Crrnns 312
eaorrtin.
IA I,
.a

2-60
410
33
12a. Q
.

roaram. clher than Ccrrmms 307 and 4Bt1R.

uisl

n3C Iave coursaes

r

4n

E

a

+.ri..

In

Iri

((PR nmaJ:rlae ls M9E
I i cc nge nlt upan
ioev w al ie c"lminia CiO, of 3,36
Comms 421 PR Wilinga Prodjcticn 3 C
I
Comrns 435 PR l'etdi &Camo Fana
3a i
I
2.d1 I
Cramns 45 FPRMaracejnrle
SFECIAL MOTE No Da.edil
pprored;sI

.w

3o
Frcormnuen alticnr

CO ISBS ..
will cArl
. loadg
.oeA

ali

____gra_

"I1S GLAS5IAY FILl BOTiH GE ANiDMAJO RECQUIREMENTS .5-7 hoils 9,etlpl
FFiGE/MAJOR GUESTIOMS COHTACT frEADVISC/ENT CENTCR

4

FOF&CAfEER OUJESTIONSSEE ¥GUn FACULTY AuCISCR

__

I
I

I
I
I

I

GE
i

I
I

I
I
I
I
1

C-A t- STTel^

Q-LEF##J
.

Name

D#

-

Date

AdviW
R1

CORE REQUIREMENTS (1? units) (All Con
unitS, etnept tmen tutoitis and
C

COFMM

'

TTiAn tlree off
te

.Co,

233 Ma Communhlcat, In Moden Sociey GE IVA21
W7 Communltaionr
Law 33)
425 HiMsbay & Phllophy of Amnedfan Mas Cnlmunlcet
ac
OChia any ona cdtaae

[IE NAI1]

300 Vinual Communmrtauona (;

FflusarMl (233)
10 Prinipls o CImuniCa't.n
2 ComnunicationF Tochnololies (238)

World
r Comnuniationa System (zs)

4i

4fl Cunrrt fsous In Mals Cpmmunjoitin (233. 407, 4
42t Cmmmunicletons & Soolt Chans (233)
4w PFaun"l
CommunioaYions (233)

42 Media Ecnomlnac &Pdicy (23)

SEQUENCE R=QUIREMENTS (24 unitt)
Take al five of then aur
CpOMMl
1D1 wVtrin tor MaWa ModJa lENGL 101) {CAN JOUR 2}
3it PFinelple of Pubic Felaef ran
2

Public RBlti0cn W4ting (101, ENoL 1o1} [UDoW
Public Reolanar Management (101. 381, W2)
; fMn M dit Internship (01, 361, 3C2,aenaor)

f4

Chooa
tnyorn of thtw4 e

3M Wriing far Broad*eing & Fim (EML 101) tlW]
334 Fatut Article Writing (101, ENL 101) (IJUD
3
Nhwsiaper
,
Prolucton (101, conAm. ENGL 10') [I
Ch',
a*ny tw* Qoth'ea.*
2
'17
toduc irn to Black & hibt Photolraphy
350 Principioe ofAdveniw
35 Grtphis ComrninniCtBcn
3
Dosk0tp Publishig tI F six unite o( COmmunicaSlo
41 PtIr:ipea Cf nimmunlcatlcis nraMarI (233)
467 Piibull RaltiOn Agency Sa.linar (101, 361) (Fa l Mf

40 Smlinar In Ccrpoiata & Nnpfoft Puic Reationr (
47 Saminr in Puibli Cammunbatiun PraRcticms (101,

'tOTAL EACH COLUMN 4tntl should be 36 unht)

-

pZp

.
.
in psarBnthes ae preequlsi.
(PRerquiltes) Cmr-4a
{CAN} Indicaes te oouse satisfies the California articulaton numbtet iibtsd.
[UifJ IndicateB the cursa rtifies the urinvOnrty's upper dIvision writng mquirnment.
E Indricrta Igbnrrai edulation couraa ead may no ba usad by Cmrnmunloations majro totlulHl a GE requerrel.

-

I

E~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~':
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,
MtUtt
ULMr rc
A-ir

,

,,,

·

ur
Ut
UKb tl I
IN
'N4UOMi 1Ul UI;
PEASE SUBMT VERIFICATION OF THIS TO THE DEPARTMENTOF COMMUNPtATIONS. H-23, PRijQ T3 ENR2FLMENT.
ENUAlluN

(tN L

I

INIPi4R
Pi

II MA

I NIAJUKZ;

,

CUUlWT)rm.

jTE SA DEGfiEE IN COWMUNICATON$S ROULIRES 124 UNIT: 84 OUSTSt:E COMM + 36 IN COMM I+. OPTIOAL.
A~L COrAMUlJCAlnONS MAJORS MUST TAXE AT LEAST 84 UNiTS OUTSIDeOF COMM. OF THE s4, AT LeAST 65 MUST E UERAL AfRTS

&,SGCICES CIURSES, CnNSULT YOUR ADUISEH OR THE SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS ADVISiNG CENTEIR, HSA FOP DETArS,

i GFA.O CHECK: (1)APPLY AT GRALO UNIT TWO SEMESTERS PRIOR 1T GRAOUATION; (2)TAKE GRAD CHECK TO SCHOOL OF COMMUNltbTiONS ADVISiN CENTER, H25A;
- (3) TAIE
-- FORM, WITH STUDENT FiLE TO SEWQENCE ADVISER 14) RETURN FORM TO GAD UNr.

-

of CGoamunaications Rseardi. my ecunr only once - ealter in the cr
nO:
.
COMM 410. PrinpIlen

tm
.

t In iTM sBqueac.

u/

The fittth quarter

Cnrriemnlus quarter by quartmr

After three quarcrs of intense clssroom

Fin quarcr (4 ints)

raining nd 1II weeks ofhands-on work in the
redsdency proFgra

you may spend a quarter

focused on specializd corses of study. During

the fifh quarrer, you will b cncouniged co dir
deeper. probe new areas, sedrch for answnve
Th fifth quarrr ives you a chance to sacisfy your curlosity while serritg new direcors;

for yOur career. It offe you the oppotunity

Core cours's

Di3 Fjnancial and Marke- R.search Mtthods
D05 Marketiir Management
DOS CoisuMer lanight
Srudcnrs alhQ choose one of the follawmgn
D1 Adveri smniSales Promotion Straregies and Tacics
D21 Public Re.ations StraTegies and Tactics
D31 Direcr Markeling Stratenies aid Tactics

to invesmgare sbj ccus ha mnany piofesionals
should Irrn about bur just don't have enough

Sectod qli4rirr (4 unirs)

time o pumruf It can help you develop an

Core Crourses

expcmrse rhat will be usefu. the rec of your

UDM
Srat[ic Integrated MarketiiLB CommunicatioDs
DU4 Finarcial and Marketing Comnmunicatior esearch

career.

Mhdil uffeS' conrcentrtcd pracca in ew¢h
5pvcialry, with costes Like Advatced Seminar

Sudents aslh choose two of he following

in Advertising and Sales Prounoion. Publi

D12 Sales Pronmotia Managenert
014 New Med: Message Deliver
022 Emrplaye Conmmnications/Media Relati ns
D24 Invercr Relations ManngemeRt
D32 Difret Markling Relatinnship Managemrnt
D34 Diiect MsrKet:n3 Dataiase Manaiement

Affairs/Irsucs Managemenr, and Direct Markering Consunier Acccprance
In the fifh quarrer you may also hIve the
ppormmruy to take courses in ocher gradn te
division at Nouhwestrrm Graduate counr¢
in ctmmuricarioan.

ponincal

nanragerment. theater,

cicnce. CsoClogiy. and ocher related

areas ofatudy ate open to qualified st

Lisa f
Atsdif

10

Und4dwn CCr1ru5
Undenrrndiar' Cuirtfnla

All candidaces for incernships with credit
must havejuniorscanding All broadcast
journalism internship candidarcs nmus have
j lnir Standinf. be enrl led in or have com-

pleted COMJO 351, and have a 3 0 grde
poinr avrage in their COM courses.

George H. Beebe Communication

Reference Library

COM JO 413 Advanced lkaporine and

RKeserch Meh.ods
COMJO 444 Scminar in Advancd Nerwsarrine
COMJO 51 Busincui and Economic Rmreonins

COrMJO t0 Spweial cSudies: Reporrini, ain
Writinlg Abolu IJsuE chat Mareeror SpeciJ
Studirs; Introducrinn Io Scieii I.lumalism
CO MJO 506 Columns and Edimril.s
COMJO 514 Spornr RrporrinS
COM JO 516 Foroin Rfpborting

The School ofJournalism ha,5 librry of

COM JO 577 Diplonmatic: eporrin

newspaper clippings dating back to the nine

Phtarjpturnalirm
COMJO 35 Easic Photographr
CONMJO 312 Photjournalism I

reenrh cetuyrv The library. consisting of

1BU,00C envelopes and counrlesn phto
graphs. was donated to the Unirvsiryi by the
Healst Crporation. It is a priceless hinorical and educational reource In addition. the
library subscribes to many mrajor ncwspa
pers, maipinei, an

profssional journals of
1

inrerest to students and facIy it ist5.
Ijnked to database informarion rcetevavl srtni. including NEXTS, which are available
for siudent and fculry rcsearch project The
library is used frcquenly in classreom
assignmerns.
Professional Requirements
Srudenms mus be able to rype at leasr 35
vrdi per minute.Journalism suderts are
also required to pracrice reporting skill and

co demonstrate competence as reporters
Advain e knowledge of'computer word-procecsingis valuable: sruden. with no previous
experience are expected to lcarn word pr,corsing prmnptly on arrival.

COMJO 513 Advanced Phocojcurnaiim

COMJO 510PhoroE diting
COMJO 55 M:edia Lava and Ethics
Broadcast Journalism
Revsircd:
COMJO 351 Wriing anid erorHng for

Broadast News (in lieu ofCOM 10 :10 }
COM JO 451 Telvision Newiroom
COM JO ==6 Law and Ethici of Broadc;,is Nru;
One eleikcisfracnr ce fairrwilre
COMJO 401 Telcvision Dcumni;o.iri%
Productien
COMJO 431 Enterprisc Rceporrcit
T hrnee
or'rB rrJijdism lekri'C.
LiberalArts Concenuation IAljourn;l iin
students complete five upper-drvision CAS
courses, three f which mus: be in one
departmreni

ofrhr following arres: humnini

tics. science. and/or ocial scienc. Orher
courses may be substituted widt app-oval of
the advisor and chairnan

Curriculum
The foilowing courss are required pofll
jouumalisn majors and are taken concurrently wich those in one Qfthe sequences.
COMJO 307 Newswriring and Reporting I

C<OMJO 308 Newvsridrn and .kpominii II
C(OMJtD 357 History and Principler of
JTurnaiim

Sequence Requirements
In addirion to the course listed above, all
journalism students complete the enurse
iiadiared fQr one of the following sequcncs:
Magazine
COM JO
COMJO
COMJO
COMJC

301
403
408
525

Producrton and D iagr or
Magrine WriWinwand ECiring
Magzine Workshop
Media Law and Ethic

News-Editorial
COMJO 525 Mcdia Law and Erhimc

Twa eirsivcsmroi ie follouir:'
COMJO 309 Fcnure Wririnc

The School ofMa.s Communicarion and
Public Relcions offCrs a Bachelor of
iScienc
de^rer in COnmurnicadLon. Within rhar
degrcc program, sudent con sdiecL a co]centraion in advertising, public relarii,, or

riOmuniea.tion studies. The curricula :n
adverrsing ad in pvnblk rJlations pr-pare
students for careers in chose field, and the
fOmmnlupition

studies option protndec a

foundation for roles as proifeipnal commnulicatois in other fields or frr further Jduicaion ara more advanced le l:
Graduates of the School have gone on ro
careers in a nriety of occupalional fids,

including adverrisin, public reiation-.
mr
keting, heilth coIuiruriearion. emplovee

organiactions within the labor force.
have starred rheir owvn b
ain7ses cr.'
The School's requircd arnd elecris
inclode a foundutio

in omnmurnica;

ory and research plus pracrical skill
rlevant not only for entry-leveljob

more imporanr, Fiorconinruing pro
d'-vlopnient. They pepare studcrin

clearly. speak effrctivcly, and hink,
callv all o[which arc iseilrial for
rfuinug cieer success.
The conbinarioitofrequired an

courses in the curriculum is dcsiat:
duc
ls who can design efil
communicanon conencr and apply

ofproblem-olving techniqucs to a,
broad range ofreal-wold goals. B3
standing basic comnmu.icarion cont
principles. and theories. studens le.
dcsis'r impletmeiLt. and ervlatirTe

content needed in various pmfrs;io
rinir They lao learn to selkcL and
contemporary mcdia channels effer
COnvy inforatrioin cc designaied t.
audiences fora variery

f practical

inrernships and pardicipaion in Ad
Planners. or Mulsirirdi Developn:

which are scudene-run communica
agentieaF These activiies provide v
job experience Fortcadenkd
credit
ships place students in fr-pronr or
ageVcies and other setrings w.here C
pracrcal experience in handlinF pr

communicaion problerms. and wh,
can develop iniprtant personai coi
Curriculum
To receive the 5Sdegree from Bos
vr.rsir studint s mLus complete a It
courses. Ofthese, 17 mnur be in tht
am. Orfthe remaining 15 courses..
mniom of I2 but not more than 14 n
taken in the College ofComnmnuti
To satisfy the requirements of u:
chree 16 ourse conccntrations oft
che School of Mass Coinmuniciroc
Public Retaionms. udentr take a cc
rion of wo ciursc s reqvirec o' ail

two selected from a list of orions.
rlectefd from liberal arts andfivc t
the three major areas of conncrrar
of hich hasits own pattern offrec
mcnts). The remaining rhree or fo
[depending on the concentntionl.
TiVeS Thebe Longfi'rwrip

oqf iiur

rclarions, media resareh. and sales promoion. Typically, graduares work in wuh set

explaincd as follows:

tings
, corporaions. nonarofit azenriics

required of alls tudens, From set:

govenmenntne

eduaWtional insrutions. or oher

-

18 -

I

Classroom work is suppiencnrc-

Fromn secion oice below, both cc

sj

3Ie

.So,

^

Yur..,

_ . .. .

ifw6-97 "
M=,iC

"

t

{MSWr

C

.dc:OS992)

a-.utal Prt
n.Thcd
e media
egOnSf
emh
i is dsiguared as an imprard
and pei
rcgui tidoc
rcltd 1r
ho dmisim
n Os4d- Conac thbe Sdjol of WiComutnidion for admissionpM:r
raina mad prejres=.7is
_,Wkrvi
.r
do not include Your gcral educato rnqire.
Fr geneml education
equinu (49 m4im) onsut
"~7_-p m.. c alro S daus. slcing
sm
a
this emphasis a: n1t requied to compr e a rairw.

' "Cnm 100
__Comm 200
_Jou 220
or __--TF
110
,r

Svcy of Tlcnommunicaon
om
lhrducioon m SMaS Comtnhcation
Wridng fr the Mass Media
TeKleouii
ationE and Film Wrting

(3

__JE... 101
rinciples of Econmics
oll Si 101 tntr to Politics & the American Potieal System
__o Sd 102 Intn to American & California Gov't & PoEtics

3
3
3

3

/

/

nil: sleected from:
P'-ol Sdc 201 Mlemutary Staisics for Political Seienuc
a r _PJsyea 270
Srtatiral Methods in Psydhology
or
_Soc 201
Bemtntary Social Stastics
Some of thce courses nso may be used t fufill lbwer civsion general
educatiou rcquiremeran
.
'Telgp Language RequirtemeL Cnmpetncy in mne fotcig langugage equivalnt
tn tral which is nrmally aSamnd
disough the cnnsecntjve Courses of diverity study. must be satsfied
as
described
In
the
$,iun oft &it
ctaoag Un
"Graduatian Requremeny.'

Uppe Division Writing Requirement Passing the Universty Writing
Examinalion, or Communrcadion 310W, or
Jornmalism 310w or Rhetoric and Writing Studies 305W witb a grade
of
C (2.0) or better.

MIAPPLI

33476A
Iowi.
#,A>.d~

MAJQR A rmmm'rn
_ Comnu 30
Cmnun 310W
-Comm
350
_Comm 440
_ Co_
mm 460
VI Comm 480
J_.Coun
481
Comm 489
4Coamm 581
Comm
QV 585

of 45 upper division units to inchudt:
Integrating Communicatio: Theories & Principles
Gathcinag & Rcponing Informnaion
Communication Melhoduloges
Principies of Media Management
Principles of Advenisiug
Principles of Pbli Rclations
Public Relaaions Media and Methods
Research Methods in Mass Conmmnicautin
Public celations Research
Professional Practice in Public Reladion

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

9 pni;r
-~

selected from:
C_mm 406 Orgaizational Crnmunication
_VCoarm 490A intenmship (Cr/Nc)

(3)
fqM

-·

fl~-

I~

,,..r ,

flVM

Pn.. _

. L_

I__

nuu
~ Tu*
..i' LLriuooIcms in MJaS CommunicatioU

ORi any other uppe division Commiucation comau

-

In addlsIon majors an the public relations emphasis are required
to take aa additional six units fi
an sllJed area of tudy to include one course selected from:
Mgmt 350 Management and Organizational Behavior
(3)
Mikg 370

:.

Marketing

and ane course seleecd fron:
-Poii

*.

Sc 334 Politics of the Enviroinmet

bPobi
Sd 335 Public Policy
P-o Sci 338 The Legislative Procas
iPol Sci 425 Political lchavior
_ Pot Sd 42i Political Communication
_.Poli Sc 531 InteFcst Groups and Political Movements

(3f

Please note: Tbe l oW number of urats necessary for a bachelors degree
are 124. The requfrmelcut
as onaidled above total 112 nuits. It will be neeesary
for the student to have a total of 124 units
on Dthr transcript in order to be elltibic for graduaton.

v". 9S5

SAN JOSE STATE UNVERSITY
School of Journalism and Mass Commnuications
PROGRAM FOR THE BS. DEGREE IN PUBLIC RELATIONS
Course Reqirementsin he Maior
..
.. .........
(Beginning News Writing)
JOUR 61A
MCOM 100W (Writing Workshop: Mass Communications) .... ......
......
..... ............
MCOM 102 (Mass Communications and Society) ,..
MCOM 11 (Public Relations Intshp), ...................................................
.................
(Media Publicity) ,.....,.. ......................................
V PR 130A
..............
(Wrting for Public Relations) ...........................
1 PR 130B
(Principles of Public Relations) ........................................
PPR 190A
(Case Studies in Public Relations) ,.................... ..........
v PR 190B
(Seminar in Public Relations) .......................................
j PR 192
ADV 91 C(ito to Advertising); MCOM 50 (Press and Public); MCOM 101
(Laws and Ethics of the Media); MCOM 103 (History of American Media);
MCOM 104 (Intro to Mass Communications Research);
MCOM 105 (Lifestyles in Mass Communicadons);
........................... ,
MCOM 106 (Global Mass Communication).............
JOUTRADV/PR/MCOM Electives ..................................................................

3......................
__
3
3 .
33
3_
3_
3
3

9
42

Support Couse Reuirneents
Econ 1A (Principles of Economics) or Econ 109 (Current Economic
........
*
I....-....
..............
Problems)* ...
..........
......
Psych I (General Psychology)* ......................................
...........
.....
.
Geo 101 (Worlds Nation)*
....,.. ..... . ............................................ ..
Bus 130 (Mhiarteting) ....
----....
..........
Literature Elective*. ...
of
Social
Comm 155A (Theory and Research 1,Socio 104 (Analysis
Research); Stat 95 (Elementary Statistics); Pol Si 107 (Politics
...............
and Public Opinion)** .................. .............
.t.....
Approved Minor ..............

3_
33
3.....
3
3

5
5.............
33-36

* May be applied to University GE requirements
** Requirement waived for students who take MCOM 104 (Intro to Mass Communications
Research) in the major.

Ohio University
E. W, Scripps School of Journaism
''
Checksheet P
Effective Fall 1994

Nameu-ece
Seorence
'----- -

"-------

Year of eraduatinn
,

Adviser

_

SPECIALIZATON REQUIEMJNTS

GENERAL REQIREMENTS

C(Tese courses may not be counted elsewhere on this sheet,
hut may be used to fulfil uriversiry mquirement as set forth
in the univrsity bullctin)

(Thsc courses may not be counted elsewhere on this shee,
but may be used to filfi university requirements s set forth
in the university builetin.)
-

One of three options should be cbosen:

.

_

e.

olitica

1)a mniniuum of 36 ourn in a single department wittin the
College of Ars and Sciences

__

(2 qts.)
2s.

_

Ps2hoo
q

OR
2) a miiimurn of IS approved hours in eafih of two
dpartnmets in thie College ofArts and Sciences
OR

___

(rs

3) a minimum of IS approved hours in oe Aits and Sciences

- --

depamnem and 18 adviser-approve hours in any other series
of ilated courses.

(xcept PSY 220)

(2qUts.)

_
-(2

Qtr.

_

.~~~

AtasafL t q r.)
(one faom FSY 120, INCO 301,
MATH 250B, QB 201, or POLS
482)
PhLo.phv.(2 qs.
(one must be PHL 120 or 320)

-

-

-

_.....

Course
SECOND are selected:

Glade

I

.-

---.

1306.,
(one rom ENG 305J,
318J, 36, 362,363)

n

Hrs.

Course
FIRST arca sdected:

.

rs,

Qtr.

Grade

(or coninuation of F'RST aea)

-

(3 qtrs. basic sequence o 1 q tr.advaned)

OR
_

EScnc (3 qtr)

(approved by adviser)

.
_

-.

CoItnarariv ArtsFiJn eArt
(2 qLs) (appreCiationhibstoxy,
NOT practiceperformance)

AfM-Aeric.

OR
and/or Women's

gSia (2 qgus.)

=__

Every studeat who receives an Ohio Univrsiry degree must
meet the University's rrquiiements, including Tier 1,Tier 2
and Tir 3 as well as total hmrs. Completing al the course
on this checksheet may not meeCall these requiremets. It is
the sudent's resposibility To be caaia that he or sh rneets
all of Ohio Universiys requiremnrts for graduatimn
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